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The Brand Guidelines establish the basic brand 
elements that should be followed in order to protect, 
support and strengthen the CFS Brands’ identity.

Building and protecting our brand by following these 
guidelines is everyone’s job. Maintaining a strong, 
consistent organizational identity ensures that people 
know who we are and what we do. It is also a critical 
step toward promoting customer loyalty.

These guidelines must be adhered to at all times. 
Any questions regarding the use of CFS Brands logos, 
colors and typefaces, should be directed to:

CFS Brands Marketing Department 
marketing@cfsbrands.com

INTRODUCTION
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WHO WE ARE
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OUR MISSION
Our worldwide team of dedicated employees will 
continue to drive CFS Brands as the single-source 
and most trusted partner for integrated solutions 
and support in the FoodService, Healthcare and 
Hygiene industries.

WHO WE ARE
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Our passion for design is at the heart of 
everything we do

As one of the largest partner suppliers to the 
FoodService, Healthcare and Hygiene industries, 
our passion for design is what sets us apart. We 
provide customers with innovative solutions, quality 
service and a comprehensive shopping experience 
- increasing success while reducing costs. With our 
array of product categories and best-in-class brands, 
providing customer-centric solutions is at the heart of 
our innovation.

CFS Brands provides customers with a comprehensive 
system for continued success through:

• The power of innovation leading to better 
products and programs

• Real value attributable to more choice, 
integrated solutions, deep expertise/guidance, 
category leading training, ongoing partner 
support and savings

• The ease and efficiency of a one-stop, broad 
service offering

WHAT SETS US APART
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A UNITED FAMILY 
Of Best-In-Class Brands
Anticipating our customers’ needs and always a 
step ahead of the industry, CFS Brands harnesses 
its power from our incredible family of brands that 
allow us to create integrated solutions like never 
before. We’ll continue to actively search for new 
brands that grow our ability to push boundaries and 
enable us to deliver success.

WHO WE ARE
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OUR VALUES
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EMPOWERMENT
I am empowered to 
make a difference

We believe anyone can 
make a difference, and 
should try. We aim to 
establish an inspiring 
work environment for 

employees to have fun 
while being productive. 

SAFETY

We prioritize safety in 
our work environments 
and in the design and 
development of our 

products.

I prioritize safety 
for everyone

We are results driven. 
Quantifiable metrics 
inform us of how we 
measure up and how 
to maintain growth. 

We take the necessary 
actions to produce 

the results that 
our customers and 

shareholders expect.

ACTION & 
RESULTS

I take action & 
produce results

We strive to improve 
in everything we 

do, whether it’s our 
current processes, 

driving efficiencies or 
enhancing quality. Such 
introspection enables 
us to deliver quality 

products and services 
that create value for our 

customers.

CONTINUOUS 
IMPROVEMENT
I seek continuous 

improvement

Working and 
communicating as 
a team helps us 

solve our customer’s 
problems efficiently. 
We aim to eliminate 
silos by supporting 
and collaboration 

with individual from 
various departments. 
Our teamwork and 

communication benefit 
us as an organization 
and our customers.

TEAMWORK 
COMMUNICATION

I am a team player 
& communicate 

effectively

I maintain trust, 
respect & integrity

TRUST, RESPECT, 
INTEGRITY

All employees and 
customers are treated 

with respect and dignity. 
We admit to mistakes, 
speak truthfully and 
maintain a consistent 
code of conduct in all 
our interactions within 
the workplace and with 

our customers. 

Regardless of role, 
customer service is at 
the core of all our job 
duties. We strive to 

achieve effective and 
lasting relationships 

with customers, gaining 
their trust and respect. 

We solicit input to 
ensure continuous 

improvement for our 
products and services.

CUSTOMER 
FOCUS

I maintain a 
customer focus

OUR VALUES
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OUR VOICE
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EMPATHETIC

CONFIDENT

APPROACHABLE

DETERMINED

We hear our customers’ 
challenges and proactively 
respond to their needs

We’re bold in our outlook and 
steadfast in our mission

We build partnerships by 
understanding our customers and 
communicating in their language

We’re resolved to get the job 
done right, no matter what

SMART
We possess deep industry 
knowledge and are ready to put 
that know-how to work

OUR VOICE
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OUR VOICE

Consistent communication strengthens our 
core values and brand image

There are important things to keep in mind when writing 
or speaking on behalf of CFS Brands. Implement the 
following Do’s and avoid the Don’ts.

Do’s
• Speak directly to the benefits & values

• Convey CFS Brands as the solution to the 
problem

• Keep it conversational 

• Lead with the big picture and support with the 
details

• Write short, simple sentences and paragraphs

• When speaking as a whole, make sure to be 
inclusive of FoodService, Healthcare, and 
Hygiene industries

• Find creative ways to spark a call to action— 
one that implies something even better is 
around the corner

• Use engaging headlines that attract the 
audience to learn more

Don’ts
• Speak down to our partners and customers

• Revert to “stock” category claims and jargon

• Make claims that cannot be supported with 
facts and data

• Cram too many ideas into a headline

• Make assumptions about what people know
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OUR VISUALS
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LOGO
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The CFS Brands logo is a symbol of reliability, 
quality and growth

The brackets surrounding the word mark symbolize the 
family of brands that CFS Brands encompasses. The 
same way that the brackets frame and give stability to 
“CFS,” the companies that make up CFS Brands have 
come together to create one brand that is trusted across 
industries to deliver quality, value and success.

LOGO

Primary Logo

The CFS Brands logo exists on a wide variety of media 
and marketing material. It must always be displayed in its 
entirety and must not be altered or redrawn in any way.
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Multiple versions of the CFS Brands logo are available for 
different applications and uses. The primary logo should 
be used most frequently while the secondary logo is best 
at a small scale. The logo with the tagline can be used for 
brand statements or as a bookend to make an impact.

LOGO VERSIONS

Primary Logo Secondary LogoLogo with Tagline



1.5” 0.75”
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Clear Space

Whenever using the CFS Brands logo, it should always 
be surrounded by adequate space to maintain its 
consistency, presence and ownership of the material.

The clear space around the CFS Brands logo should 
always be equal to the width of the letter “C” in “CFS”. 
Always maintain clear space even when proportionally 
scaling the logo.

LOGO GUIDELINES

Minimum Size

Legibility is critical in the use of the logo. For this reason, 
the primary logo must maintain a minimum width of 1.5”, 
and the secondary logo must maintain a minimum width 
of 0.75”. 
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Guidelines

At a glance, “Value” and “Success” are the two words 
that stand out in our tagline. We’ve placed these words 
in bold and punctuated each line with a period to 
emphasize the importance of these statements to our 
business. The tagline should never be substituted with 
a typed version; only the provided vector files of the 
tagline should be utilized.

For ease of use, the tagline can be utilized in both 
the vertical and horizontal configurations. These 
configurations follow specific spacing guidelines and only 
the vector files provided should be used. 

Our tagline is our North Star

Our tagline serves two purposes: one internal and the 
other external. Internally, our tagline works as a North 
Star for the organization, reminding our team members 
why they show up to work. It’s our standard and what 
we strive to provide our customers every single day. For 
our external audience, our tagline serves as a succinct 
expression of what sets our company apart from the 
competition. And what they can expect every time they 
do business with CFS Brands.

LOGO TAGLINE



Color Logo - Light Background

Color Logo - Dark Background

Unspecified Color Variation

Squish, Stretch or Distort

White Logo - Dark Background

Distracting Background

Unspecified Color Variation

Rotate

White Logo - Dark Photo Background

Distracting Background

Outline

Disassemble
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LOGO USAGE STANDARDS

Do not obscure or detract from the 
legibility of the CFS Brands logo

The full color logo should only be used on white or 
on very light colored backgrounds. The white logo 
may be used on top of dark backgrounds or photos.

Do not use an unspecified color variation 
or add an outline/stroke

The logo should not be recolored or outlined in any 
way that does not align with the colors shown in the 
logo variations.

Do not distort, rotate or disassemble the 
logo in any way 

Never alter the logo’s proportions or construction. 
Elements should never be removed or edited.
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Guidelines

When showcasing a sub-brand logo, the CFS Brands logo 
should appear first with a tapered dividing line centered 
between the two logos. The spacing between logos is 
based on the width of the stem of the “F” in the CFS 
Brands logo and is represented in the Lockups Samples. 

While the two logos should appear balanced, the CFS 
Brands logo should be slightly larger than the sub-brand 
logo. Horizontally configured sub-brand logos should be 
scaled to fit within the height of the brackets in the CFS 
Brands logo, as shown in Sample 2. Round or vertical 
logos should be scaled optically, as shown in Sample 1.

We are a family of best-in-class brands

Whenever possible, we do our business beneath the 
broad CFS Brands banner. But there are times when using 
one of our sub-brands in our communication becomes not 
only necessary, but advantageous. Our sub-brands play a 
vital role in delivering our promise of providing innovative 
integrated solutions.

SUB-BRAND LOGO LOCKUPS

Sub-Brand Logo Lockup Sample 2

Sub-Brand Logo Lockup Sample 1
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ANIMATED LOGO

The animated logo can be utilized to powerfully establish 
the brand in video tactics. It ties into the creative look 
and feel of the marketing campaign and also gives a nod 
to the complete brand portfolio. 
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COLORS



CFS Dark Blue
CMYK: 100, 60, 0, 30
RGB: 0, 75, 136
HEX: #004b88
PMS: 7462 C

CFS Green
CMYK: 45, 20, 90, 0
RGB: 155, 172, 75
HEX: #9bac4b
PMS: 7495 C

CFS Dark Gray
CMYK: 8, 0, 0, 84
RGB: 71, 77, 81
HEX: #474d51
PMS: 7540 C

CFS Red
CMYK: 18, 82, 58,0
RGB: 205, 84, 95
HEX: #cd545f
PMS: 7418 C

CFS Mid Gray
CMYK: 4, 0, 0, 40
RGB: 159, 166, 171
HEX: #9fa6ab
PMS: 429 C

CFS Light Gray
CMYK: 2, 0, 0, 20
RGB: 203, 208, 212
HEX: #cbd0d4
PMS: 427 C

CFS Orange
CMYK: 14, 46, 100, 0
RGB: 219, 148, 41
HEX: #db9429
PMS: 7564 C

CFS Light Blue
CMYK: 60, 20, 0, 10
RGB: 86, 155, 202
HEX: #569bca
PMS: 7688 C
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COLOR VALUES

Primary Colors Secondary Colors Neutrals
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The CFS Brands brand color palette should be adhered to in all tactics. The primary 
colors should be used to establish the overall brand, while the secondary colors should 
be used to strategically accent elements or distinguish content. The neutrals should 
be used for body copy, backgrounds and for other non-dominant design elements.

COLOR BALANCE

Primary Color Balance Secondary Color Balance Neutral Color Balance



NAVEX Global is an independent reporting service. When you contact them, you do not have to give your name. A customized Web 
form or professional interview specialist will document your concern and relay the information to our organization for follow-up.

© 2021 NAVEX Global. All Rights Reserved.

24/7
AVAILABLE

Report Online:
carlislefsp.ethicspoint.com

SCAN & REPORT:

Call Toll-Free:
844-898-0389 

Your 
Voice 
Matters
If you ever have a concern about unethical, illegal 
or irresponsible activity, don’t keep it to yourself. 
Discuss it with a manager or supervisor.

If you prefer to remain anonymous, contact 
NAVEX Global.

REPORT 
UNETHICAL 
BEHAVIOR

150MM
ADJ. 
EBITDA$

Vision 2022

DOUBLE
OUR VALUES

I am empowered to 
make a difference

I maintain trust, 
respect & integrity

I prioritize safety 
for everyone

I take action & 
produce results

I am a team player & 
communicate effectively

I seek continuous 
improvement

I maintain a 
customer focus

C

M

Y

CM

MY

CY

CMY

K

Vision Card 2022-English_02232021-Final.pdf   1   2/23/21   10:46 AM

HOW

GROW

10
SALES GROWTH

%

OPTIMIZE

20
EARNINGS GROWTH

%

SERVE

96
FIRST TIME FILL

%

THROUGH

TECH

PEOPLE

PROCESS

C

M

Y

CM

MY

CY

CMY

K

Vision Card 2022-English_02232021-Final.pdf   2   2/23/21   10:46 AM
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COLORS IN USE

Front Cover Inside Spread

Secondary Colors 

When used within the context of a larger design piece, the secondary colors can 
be featured more prominently. In the following example, the inside spread of this 
bifold utilizes CFS Red and CFS Orange as the dominant colors, but CFS Dark and 
Light Blue are primary on the cover page.

Primary Colors

In most cases, CFS Light Blue and CFS Dark Blue should be the focus colors of 
the design. In the poster below, the primary colors are featured through the 
typography and gradient background, while the CFS Orange adds a pop of 
contrast as an accent color. 
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TYPOGRAPHY
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TYPOGRAPHY

THIS IS THE PRIMARY HEADLINE FONT
Korolev Bold, All Caps, -10 Tracking

This is the Secondary Headline Font
Korolev Light, Initial Caps, -10 Tracking

This is the Accent Font
Dancing Script Bold, Initial Caps

This is the Subhead Font
Europa Bold, Initial Caps

This is the body copy font.

Europa Regular, Sentence Case

Your Success
DESIGNED INTO
EVERY PRODUCT
Creating Products with Purpose

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit, sed do 
eiusmod tempor incididunt ut labore et dolore magna aliqua. Ut 
enim ad minim veniam, quis nostrud exercitation ullamco laboris 
nisi ut aliquip ex ea commodo consequat.

Example of typography in use:

Headlines can either be knocked out (in white) on top of an image or color block, or set in a primary or secondary 
CFS Brands color when placed on white. If the Accent Script is used in conjunction with the Primary Headline Font, it 
should always lead the headline and should be set between 70% and 100% of the font size of the Primary Headline 
Font. The Accent Script can also be used by itself, but never in conjunction with Secondary Headline Font. 

Subheads and body copy can either be knocked out (in white) on a color block or set in CFS Dark Gray when placed 
on white. Standard body copy size should be 12pt, but can be reduced to 10pt for small tactics and expanded to 24pt 
for larger applications (signage, trade show installations, etc). Subheads should 4pts larger than the accompanying 
body copy.
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PHOTOGRAPHY
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PRODUCT PHOTOGRAPHY

Products are shot in multiple angles and configurations on white seamless and then silhouetted when provided to 
third-party sites, as seen in the samples below. Photograph product packaging, when possible.

Products on White - As shot

Products on White - As provided to 3rd party sites



Environmental Category Shots

For these shots, a complete environmental scene is staged showing multiple 
category products in use. For example, one shot may include several table service 
products in a dining room environment, several kitchen products in a commercial 
kitchen environment, or several janitorial products in a hospital environment.
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STAGED PRODUCT PHOTOGRAPHY
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INTERNAL PHOTOGRAPHY STYLE

Internal photography should reflect CFS 
Brands’ values and mission

Photography depicting internal staff should reflect 
a diverse team from all different ethnicities, ages, 
genders and roles. These depictions should avoid 
stereotypes of any kind. Imagery should evoke 
feelings of hope and authenticity through the use of 
bright lighting and a warm glow around the subject 
matter. When possible, the photography should 
feature the CFS Brands dark blue and other colors 
from the brand color palette.

Warehouse Staff Example - GettyImages-584866490

Warehouse Staff Example - GettyImages-1221177542

Product Development Staff Example - GettyImages-1197257945

All Staff Example - GettyImages-1198042442
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CREATIVE EXECUTION
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DESIGN ELEMENTS

Honeycomb Image Windows

Honeycomb Image Windows can be used in a variety of arrangements to showcase 
photography. The images may occupy only one hexagon or multiple, depending on 
the layout and in order to give greater emphasis to key images. A faint blue glow, 
using CFS Dark Blue at low opacity, should emanate through “empty” windows 
adjacent to the imagery.

Honeycomb Info Containers

Honeycomb Info Containers can be used in a variety of arrangements to feature 
information. These may be arranged using only a few or many connecting 
hexagons. Individual hexagon cells may be called by reversing the content on a 
colored background. A faint honeycomb pattern, aligning to the info containers, 
can be extended into surrounding area when layout permits.



CFS_Emp_Poster_18x24_02232021.indd   1CFS_Emp_Poster_18x24_02232021.indd   1 2/23/21   4:22 PM2/23/21   4:22 PM
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Logo Color Bar

A CFS Dark Blue color bar may be used as a containment device to feature the 
logo and to help it stand out from the rest of the content in a layout. The logo 
should either be horizontally centered within the given space or left aligned—
whichever best suits the overall layout.

Honeycomb Background
The Honeycomb Background may be used to call out special sections of a layout 
or webpage. Reversed (white) text may be placed on this background, as may 
clipped out graphics/images. It is encouraged to use clipped images to break the 
frame of the section. The honeycomb pattern should fade from top to bottom.

DESIGN ELEMENTS
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Key Images are environmental photographs that depict CFS Brands products in use. These should be used as the 
primary visual in marketing tactics. Appropriate uses would include webpages, billboards, email lead images, social 
media posts, brochure covers, signage, etc.

KEY IMAGES

Key Image Guidelines

While a number of products may exist within the image, 
one should be treated as the featured product. This 
product should be in focus near the foreground of the 
image and highlighted with technical outlines and 
notations. Dashed technical lines and solid outlines 
should be prominent and easily visible, maintaining a 3px 
line width for a 1920x1080px photo.

All technical notations should be pulled from the 
product’s actual specifications, including the product 
title and manufacturer. Other notations such as material, 
capacity, min and/or max temp, or other important 
features can also be added, as can badges such as the 
recycling code and NSF Certification. Do not include 
more technical notations than can comfortably be 
accommodated by the photo.

Technical notations are set in Myriad Pro Regular at a 
font size between 6pt and 10pt depending on the scale 
of the layout. They should use pure white (#ffffff) when 
on imagery and should use CFS Light Blue at 50% opacity 
when on white backgrounds.



For questions, please contact:
CFS Brands Marketing Department

marketing@cfsbrands.com
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